Idaho Police Issued Tickets
and Arrested Christians for
Mask and Social Distancing
Violations
Moscow, Idaho: Five people were cited at a public ‘psalm
sing’, intended as a protest against the city’s mask rule, for
violating Moscow’s mask and social distancing guidelines last
Wednesday. Three arrests were made for resisting or
obstructing an officer, including Latah County Commissioner
candidate Gabriel Rench. The arrests gained national attention
and second psalm sing was held on Friday, but no more
citations were given or arrests made, as Moscow Police Chief
James Fry is waiting for the citations that were given to go
through the court process. He said police will still respond
to alleged mask order violations.
There were no arrests or citations Friday in the Moscow City
Hall parking lot as roughly 400 maskless Christ Church members
and others sang psalms to the scattered backbeat of banging
drums played by those in support of Moscow’s face mask order.
It was Christ Church’s second “psalm sing,” which was also
intended as a protest against the city’s mask order.
Moscow Police Department Chief James Fry said three to five
officers were in the area but none could be seen in the
parking lot.

Fry said the minimal police presence was to allow the
situation, which has garnered national attention, to calm and
to allow the citations that were given Wednesday to go through
the court process. He said police will still respond to
alleged mask order violations.
Five people were cited, including three arrested, for
allegedly violating the city council’s mask resolution
Wednesday in the City Hall parking lot. Latah County
Commission candidate Gabriel Rench, R-Moscow, was one of the
three taken to jail.
The parking lot was divided with singers on the east end and
roughly 40 masked people who were mostly socially distanced on
the west.
Brian Bedard, a masonry contractor from Lewiston, stood in
between the two sides with a 10-foot tall wooden cross.
“It’s about Christ and that’s why I’m here,” Bedard said.
Read full article here…

The Integrity Project (TIP):
A Blueprint for Democrats to

Steal the 2020 Election,
Linked to George Soros
Michael Anton, a former Trump administration official, wrote
that over the summer a story was deliberately leaked to the
press of a meeting at which 100 Democratic VIPs, anti-Trump
former Republican neocons, and communists formed the
Transition Integrity Project (TIP) to “game out” various
outcomes of the 2020 election. He reported that George Soros
financed TIP. One potential outcome was a clear Trump win with
Joe Biden refusing to concede, and the military was expected
to side with Democrats and force Trump to leave the White
House. A “street fight,” would be advised in this scenario
rather than legal battles, technocratic solutions or “elites
observing norms.” He wrote that Democrats plan to provide
enough harvested ballots in the election to tip close states,
or else dispute the results in close states and insist, no
matter what the tally says, that Biden won them. They also
plan to use the liberal-controlled media to declare that
“Trump lost.”
Following the TIP meeting, two prominent former Army officers
wrote an open letter to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs in
which they urged him to deploy the 82nd Airborne Division to
drag President Trump from the Oval Office on January 20, 2021.
Hillary Clinton also chimed in and publicly declared that Joe
Biden should not concede the election “under any
circumstances.”
TIP co-founder Nils Gilman called for violence against Michael
Anton, exposing the viciousness of Marxism, as he suggested
that Anton be executed by a firing squad. The other founder
Rosa Brooks is a Georgetown law professor and former Pentagon
official who has close ties with George Soros.

Democrats are laying the groundwork for revolution
right in front of our eyes.
As if 2020 were not insane enough already, we now have
Democrats and their ruling class masters openly talking about
staging a coup. You might have missed it, what with the riots,
lockdowns and other daily mayhem we’re forced to endure in
this, the most wretched year of my lifetime. But it’s
happening.
It started with the military brass quietly indicating that the
troops should not follow a presidential order. They were
bolstered by many former generals—including President Trump’s
own first Secretary of Defense—who stated openly what the
brass would only hint at. Then, as nationwide riots really got
rolling in early June, the sitting Secretary of Defense
himself all but publicly told the president not to invoke the
Insurrection Act. His implicit message was: “Mr. President,
don’t tell us to do that, because we won’t, and you know what
happens after that.”
All this enthused Joe Biden, who threw subtlety to the winds.
The former United States Senator (for 26 years) and Vice
President (for eight) has not once, not twice, but thrice
confidently asserted that the military will “escort [Trump]
from the White House with great dispatch” should the president
refuse to leave. Another former Vice President, Al Gore,
publicly agreed.
One might dismiss such comments as the ravings of a dementia
patient and a has-been who never got over his own electoral
loss. But before you do, consider also this. Over the summer a
story was deliberately leaked to the press of a meeting at
which 100 Democratic grandees, anti-Trump former Republicans,
and other ruling class apparatchiks got together (on George
Soros’s dime) to “game out” various outcomes of the 2020
election. One such outcome was a clear Trump win. In that
eventuality, former Bill Clinton White House Chief of Staff

John Podesta, playing Biden, refused to concede, pressured
states that Trump won to send Democrats to the formal
Electoral College vote, and trusted that the military would
take care of the rest.
The leaked report from the exercise darkly concluded that
“technocratic solutions, courts, and reliance on elites
observing norms are not the answer here,” promising that what
would follow the November election would be “a street fight,
not a legal battle.”
Two more data points
Over the summer, two
the Democrat-aligned
wrote an open letter

(among several that could be provided).
former Army officers, both prominent in
“national security” think tank world,
to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs in

which they urged him to deploy the 82nd Airborne Division to
drag President Trump from the Oval Office at precisely 12:01
PM, January 20, 2021.
About a month later, Hillary Clinton declared publicly that
Joe Biden should not concede the election “under any
circumstances.” The old English major in me interprets the
word “any” to mean “no,” “none,” “nada,” “niente,” “zero,”
“zilch” “bupkis”…you get the idea.
This doesn’t sound like the rhetoric of a political party
confident it will win an upcoming election.
The Cover-Up in Plain Sight
These items are, to repeat, merely a short but representative
list of what Byron York recently labeled “coup porn.” York
seems to think this is just harmless fantasizing on the part
of the ruling class and its Democratic servants. For some of
them, no doubt that’s true. But for all of them? I’m not so
sure.
In his famously exhaustive discussion of conspiracies,
Machiavelli goes out of his way to emphasize the

indispensability of “operational security”—i.e., silence—to
success. The first rule of conspiracy is, you do not talk
about the conspiracy. The second rule of conspiracy is, you do
not talk about the conspiracy.
So why are
conspiracy?

the

Democrats—publicly—talking

Because they know that, for it
like a conspiracy. They need to
mind, now, that their unlawful
President Trump from office will

about

the

to succeed, it must not look
plant the idea in the public
and illegitimate removal of
somehow be his fault.

Never mind the pesky detail that the president would refuse to
leave only if he were convinced he legitimately won. Remember:
Biden should not concede under any circumstances.
The second part of the plan is either to produce enough
harvested ballots—lawfully or not—to tip close states, or else
dispute the results in close states and insist, no matter what
the tally says, that Biden won them. The worst-case scenario
(for the country, but not for the ruling class) would be
results in a handful of states that are so ambiguous and hotly
disputed that no one can rightly say who won. Of course, that
will not stop the Democrats from insisting that they won.
The public preparation for that has also already begun:
streams of stories and social media posts “explaining” how,
while on election night it might look as if Trump won, close
states will tip to Biden as all the mail-in ballots are
“counted.”
The third piece is to get the vast and loud Dem-Left
propaganda machine ready for war. That leaked report exhorted
Democrats to identify “key influencers in the media and among
local activists who can affect political perceptions and
mobilize political action…[who could] establish precommitments to playing a constructive role in event of a
contested election.” I.e., in blaring from every rooftop that

“Trump lost.”
At this point, it’s safe to assume that unless Trump wins in a
blowout that can’t be overcome by cheating and/or denied via
the ruling class’s massive propaganda operation, that’s
exactly what every Democratic politician and media organ will
shout.
Read full article here…
Additional sources:
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/complaining-about-transiti
on-integrity-projects-election-theft-plan-can-be-dangerous
https://www.revolver.news/2020/09/transition-integrity-project
-is-this-soros-linked-group-plotting-a-color-revolutionagainst-president-trump/
https://thenewamerican.com/soros-linked-org-prepares-for-elect
ion-coup-calls-for-mass-street-uprisings/
The National Pulse: REVEALED: ‘Non-Partisan’ Transition
Integrity Project Founder Dined With Soros And Biden Campaign
Advisers, Offered ‘Substantive Help’

